All our multiday tours are well balanced between time to spend on day tours and free time which you can
use for yourself. The important sights are covered within excursions, which are included in the general
itinerary.
However, for those who’d like to spend even more time exploring the beauty of Spanish and Portugal
cities, we have below the list of optional excursions which we may offer during the tour.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
-

-

The tours below may or may not be offered. We always try to give you the opportunity to visit
even more places, but if a particular group is initially small, the guide will not offer the tours
because he/she knows that minimum won’t be reached. If tours are offered, that would be done
on the way to relevant cities (extra tours for Seville will be offered on the way to Seville, etc).
Also, if the tour is offered, but a required minimum is not reached, the tour will not take place.
Payment: if a minimum is reached and the tour will take place, you can pay the guide in cash or
with credit card.

All prices are below the tour description, and are given per person. You can pay directly to the guide
with a cash or credit card.

OPCIONAL TOURS IN SEVILLA:

FLAMENCO SHOW + DRINK (39€)
Departure from the hotel by bus to the Andaluz Palace (Palacio Andaluz), where you will enjoy a
magnificent flamenco show. Drink in included. Approximate duration – 1,5h. Once the show finishes we
will return by bus to the hotel.

FLAMENCO SHOW WITH DRINK + BOAT (50€)
Departure to the boat pier situated next to the famous Torre del Oro, to board and enjoy the panoramic
Guadalquivir river tour. For many centuries, the galleons sailed this waters to start their way into the
Americas. During the panoramic tour, you will receive info about of the main monuments along the river
and the modern architecture of Expo 92. Later will be departure to the Andaluz Palace to attend a
beautiful flamenco show with a drink of Sangria or beer (lasts 1,5h approximately). Once the show finishes
you will return to the hotel, with the bus and guide.

FLAMENCO SHOW WITH DRINK + TAPAS (60€)
Departure from the hotel by bus to the Andaluz Palace (Palacio Andaluz), to see a magnificent flamenco
show. Drink + selection of Tapas are included. Approximate duration of show – 1,5h. Once the show
finishes you will return to the hotel with the bus.

FLAMENCO SHOW WITH DINNER (60€)
Departure from the hotel by bus to the Andaluz Palace (Palacio Andaluz), to see a magnificent flamenco
show with a full meal course dinner with drinks. Show lasts for 1,5h. Once it finishes, you will return to
the hotel with a bus.

BOAT (15€)
Departure to the boat pier situated next to the famous Torre del Oro, to board and enjoy the panoramic
Guadalquivir river tour. For many centuries, the galleons sailed this waters to start their way to the
Americas. During the panoramic tour, you will receive info about of all the main monuments along the
river and the modern architecture of Expo 92. Approximate duration: 1 hour.

ARTISTIC CITY TOUR IN SEVILLE (40€)
The excursion begins with a guided tour of approx. 1,5h to the Alcazar - monumental complex of palace
and gardens. After, the tour continues by waking to the Jewish neighborhood where the bus will pick you
up and the guide provides full panoramic tour, visiting the EXPO 92, passing by the different pavilions and
the Cartuja Monastery. You will also visit the bull ring, the famous Calatrava bridges, and the Royal Tower,
finishing at the Macarena Cathedral. The guide will give a brief explanation at the main door of the
Cathedral, and will allow some free time to visit it. Once the excursion is over, the passengers can decide
whether to stay in the center or return by bus to the hotel.

ARTISTIC VISIT, R. ALCAZARES AND CATEDAL (51€)
The tour starts with a guided excursion (about 1,5h) of the Alcázar, - a monumental complex of palace
and gardens. Then we will enter the Cathedral, which is considered the largest Gothic cathedral in the
world and the third largest amongst all type of temples. The cathedral was declared a World Heritage Site.
The construction took place over several centuries, and different parts of it represent different
architectural styles: Gothic, Renaissance, Baroque, Academic and Neogothic. The visit will last about an
hour, and those who want will have the possibility to climb the Giralda Tower (15 min walking up the
stairs). The tour ends in the center of the city where you have free time to explore more of Seville’s center
on your own.

OPCIONAL TOURS IN GRANADA:

FLAMENCO SHOW ZAMBRA GITANA (32€)
We will go up by minibus to the Sacromonte area of Granada, to enjoy an hour of the Flamenco Show “La
Cueva de la Rocio”, with one drink included. Once the show finishes, we will be walking by the Albaracin
neighborhood, stopping at the San Nicolas viewpoint to take some pictures, as views there are
magnificent. Later we’ll proceed to San Cristobal str., where we’ll wait for the bus that will take us back
to the hotel.

ARTISTIC CITY TOUR (36€)
This excursion begins with a guided tour to the Cartuja Monastery (lasts approx. 45 min). Later we’ll go
by bus, passing thorough Gran Via street and “Plaza del Triunfo”, finishing with a guided tour around the
Royal Chapel Mausoleum of the Catholic Kings. After the tour, we will walk through the Arab Silk
Market, located downtown, until we reach the “Puerta Real” – a historic area in the city center. There
we’ll wait for the bus which will bring us back to the hotel. Duration of the tour: 2,5h.

ARABIAN GRANADA (30€)
The tour begins with walking to the Albaicin Hill. Albaicin – is an ancient Moorish area of Granada, famous
for its rich architectural and historical Arabian inherance.
On our way up, we’ll pass by the Alhambra’s beer factory (‘Cervezas Alhambra’), whose beer has been
awarded numerous number of times. Once in Albaicin, we’ll get off the bus to make a guided tour. Walking
down its narrow streets, small squares, and fountains, we will arrive to the “Plaza Larga” (‘’Grand
Square’’), famous for large flower and vegetable market. Afterwards we will see the famous “Carmenes”
(small courtyards, full of flowers) and surroundings of the new Mosque, where you can only enter to pray.
The most impressive place of the Albaicin is the view point “San Nicolás”, from where you can see the
palace of Alhambra, Sierra Nevada mountains and the whole city of Granada. There you will have 20 min
free to walk around and take pictures.
After we’ll get back to the bus to make a small sightseeing tour, passing by the famous Cartuja Monastery
(‘’Monasterio de la Cartuja”), and Granada’s avenues, streets, squares and main monuments, until we
reach the old part of the city where we’ll do a small walking tour. We will check the entrance of the Royal
Chapel where many of the Catholic Kings are buried (for those who want to visit it later – entrance is 4
euro). The guide will lead the group to the Alcaiceria, - a place that is declared a National Monument and
is the only Arabian Market in Europe. Afterwards we will go to the “Plaza del Carmen” and the guide will
show us the Navas St., where you can find the best Tapas restaurants.
Free time to walk around or to have lunch (not included).
After lunch we will go the Alhambra to do the ‘scheduled’ guided tour.
If we visit the Alhambra in the morning, then this optional tour would be done in the afternoon with some
more free time for lunch.

OPTIONAL TOURS IN COSTA DEL SOL:

MIJAS (26€)
On our way from Ronda to Costa del Sol we can visit the typical Andalusian ‘’white’’ town, called Mijas,
and situated on the “Malagueña” Hills. By walking its mountainous streets, we’ll approach the medieval
walls, its gardens, hermitage and a lighthouse. Another typical thing from this town is the “burrotaxi” “donkey taxi”. Approximate duration of a tour: 1 hour.

GREAT TOUR OF COSTA DEL SOL (MIJAS + PUERTO BANUS) (30€)
Departure to Mijas and conducting a tour, mentioned above. After we will go along the coastline until
Puerto Banus, - a luxury seaside shopping and restaurant area, where you will have free time. Depending
on the time and according to the group’s mood, we can also visit the city of Marbella.

VISIT RONDA (37€)
This tour can be conducted on the way between Sevilla and Costa del Sol. First, local guide will take the
group to the one of the oldest Bullfight rings in the world, also where you can visit the “Real Maestranza
de Caballeria de Ronda” museum, dedicated to the history of bullfighting. After we will have a walking
tour of the city to see its medieval walls, noble houses, the church, and the centenary bridge over the
“Tajo de Ronda” canyon of over 100 meters high, that divides the city in two. At the end of the tour you
will have a some free time to walk around, have lunch or check a handicraft market.

VISIT MALAGA (37€)
Brief overview of the áreas of Paseo del Parque, Paseo de la Farola (Harbor), Paseo Marítimo Pablo Ruiz
Picasso, Street de la Victoria and Cathedral. We’ll continue with walking tour to Larios Street, Constitution
Square, San Agustín Street (where you’ll see the exterior of the Picasso Museum), Plaza de la Merced
(near the place where Picasso was born), Alcazabilla Street (outside of the Roman Theater and Alcazaba
– a famous Moorish fortification), we will also pass by Judería – central historical part of the city, where
Jewish were living for centuries. Then we’ll return to the Cathedral area and you will have a half an hour
of free time.

VISIT GIBRALTAR (75€)
Group will be picked up at the old airport (on the border between Spain and Gibraltar, which is a British
Overseas Territory) to start the visit to the National Park of Gibraltar. Approximate duration is 1 hour and
a half, going through different parts of the park. The famous monkeys of Gibraltar are definitely not to be
missed. Free time later and transfer back to the border.

For this tour, you will have to leave the territory of Schengen and enter United Kingdom, you will have to
do a passport control. So, before going on a tour you need to find out if you can enter Gibraltar with your
passport or if you need to have an additional visa which you would have to get in your country beforehand.

